NEW RELEASE CDs 10/5/19

CLINIC Wheeltappers And Shunters [Domino] £9.99
EMPLOYED TO SERVE Eternal Forward Motion [Spinefarm] £10.99
EZRA COLLECTIVE You Can't Steal My Joy £9.99
MAC DEMARCO Here Comes The Cowboy £9.99
THE EARTH Lost Property [Strange Town] £9.99

EMILY REO Only You Can See it [Carpark] £10.99
FLAMINGODS Levitation [Moshi Moshi] £9.99
IAN GILLAN (Deep Purple) Raving With Ian Gillan & The Javelins £9.99
MEAT BEAT MANIFESTO Opaque Couche £11.99
PETE ROCK Return Of The SP1200 [Tru Thoughts] £9.99
ROSIE LOWE Yu £9.99
SHE KEEPS BEES Kinship [BB Island] £9.99
THE WILDHEARTS The Wildhearts (Remastered) £12.99
TIM HECKER Anoyo [Kranky] £13.99
VIC GODARD 30 Odd Years [2CD] £13.99
VON SPAR Under Pressure [Bureau B] FEAT
CONTRIBUTIONS FROM LAETITIA SADIER (STEREOLAB), VIVIEN GOLDMAN & MORE! £11.99
COMPILATIONS


The below stock is DELAYED but we are expecting it in soon! If you'd like to pre-order any of the titles just ask at the counter.

ELIZA CARTHY Restitute [Topic]
DAN WALSH Trio
THE SKINTS Swimming Lessons [Mr Bongo]
DADDY LONG LEGS Lowdown Ways [Yep Roc]
THE BB KING BLUES BAND The Soul Of The King [Ruf]
DAWN LANDES My Tiny Twilight [Yep Roc]
GONG The Universe Also Collapses [KScope]
HOLY MAGICK Holy Magick
DEHD Water
ETHNIC HERITAGE ENSEMBLE Be Known
Ancient/Future/Music

THE SKINTS Swimming Lessons [LP on Mr Bongo]
GONG The Universe Also Collapses [LP on KScope]
HOLY MAGICK Holy Magick [LP]
NEW RELEASE LPs  10/5/19

**CLINIC**  Wheeltappers And Shunters [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE Colour LP on Domino] **£21.99**

**EMPLOYED TO SERVE**  Eternal Forward Motion [Ltd. Green LP] **£21.99**

**GUIDED BY VOICES**  Warp & Woof [2LP + MP3] **£23.99**

**MAC DEMARCO**  Here Comes The Cowboy [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE Colour LP] **£21.99**

**VARIOUS ARTISTS**  Create FCI-2 [LP]  FEATURING MUSIC FROM ADWAITH AS WELL AS OTHER STUDENTS OF USW!  **£9.99**

**AARON WEST**  And The Roaring Twenties (The Wonder Years)  Routine Maintenance [Ltd. Colour LP on Hopeless]  **£16.99**

**DEATH & VANILLA**  Are You A Dreamer? [Ltd. Colour LP on Fire]  **£19.99**

**DEFEATER**  Defeater [Ltd. Colour LP on Epitaph]  **£17.99**

**HOLLY HERNDON**  Proto [LP on 4AD]  **£15.99**

**JAMES BLAKE**  Assume Form [Ltd. Green 2LP]  **£26.99**

**JAMILA WOODS**  Legacy! Legacy! [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE Colour 2LP on Jagjaguwar]

**KODE9**  Diggin In The Carts Remixes [12”]  **£7.99**

**MAPS**  Colours. Reflect. Time. Loss. [LP on Mute]  **£19.99**

**NOTS**  3 [Ltd. Yellow LP on Upset The Rhythm]  **£17.99**

**REV MAGNETIC**  Versus Universe [LP on Rock Action]  **£17.99**

**ROSIE LOWE**  Yu [Ltd. Red LP]  **£18.99**

**SHE KEEPS BEES**  Kinship [LP on BB Island]  **£18.99**

**THE BETHS**  Warm Blood [Ltd. Pink 12" on Carpark]  **£14.99**
THE MYSTERY LIGHTS  Too Much Tension [LP + MP3]  £18.99
VON SPAR  Under Pressure [LP on Bureau B]  FEAT
CONTRIBUTIONS FROM LAETITIA SADIER (STEREOLAB),
VIVIEN GOLDMAN & MORE!  £19.99

SINGLES

MORRISSEY  Wedding Bell Blues [Ltd. RSD Stores Exclusive
Yellow "7"]  £7.99
SLEAFORD MODS  Discourse [7" on Extreme Eating]  £6.99

REISSUES

DJANGO REINHARDT  Souvenirs [LP]  £12.99
FRANK SINATRA  I've Got You Under My Skin [LP]  £12.99
HERBIE HANCOCK  Takin' Off [LP]  £20.99